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Anemia hasn’t
slowed Alison
Parris, as she
has emerged as
a top runner.
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Excused
Absences
For Voters?
SGA hopes faculty,
administration agree
By TIM CHAPMAN
The Breeze

In what some SGA senators deemed as
the most active meeting of the semester,
debate over granting student organization
funds set the tone for argument over a timelier bill Tuesday.
With some students now registered to
vote in Harrisonburg, Sens. Adam Zuckerman, John Scott and Bryan Moen proposed
a bill that would grant excused absences on
Nov. 4 for those with proof of voting. The bill
also asked for professors to be flexible with
rescheduling quizzes and tests.
Sen. Jeff Watson took the issue a step
further, hoping to convince the Senate to approve a bill asking for all classes to be cancelled on Election Day.
“[For] a lot of my friends’ first-time experience, they want to be able to actually go
home,” Watson said after the meeting. “It’s a
big barrier. There’s people who have already
used their excused absence for being sick
and they don’t want that to be a barrier for
them to go home and vote.”
Dan Stana, the vice president of administrative affairs, concluded debate over
whether to push for class cancellations, by
echoing the sentiments of Sen. Fred Rose,
who found it unlikely that the JMU administration would approve class cancellations.
Both Stana and Rose pointed out that the
administration last year approved an SGA
bill to provide students with a weeklong
break for Thanksgiving, turning the typical
15-week semester into a tighter 14-week fall
curriculum.
Zuckerman agreed with Watkins’ motion
to amend the bill, but was pleased nonetheless when the original draft passed.
“I think what we had was great,” Zuckerman said, “and I’m really glad that it passed
cause I think it’s important and I think a lot
of the student body thinks it’s important.”
Watkins was also pleased with the bills’
passing, but still felt strongly about the idea
of canceling classes.
See SGA, page 4

SGA Bills Passed (Sept. 30)
Election Day: Excused absecnces
with proof of voting, and urging faculty
to reschedule or postpone tests and
quizzes.
Contigency Funds:
 Amnesty International — $2,000 for
guest speaker
 The BluesTones — $984 for costumes
and participation in concerts
 Sigma Gamma Rho — $1,000 for
guest speaker and props and costumes
for annual step show
 Latin Dance Club — $2,386.24 for
end-of-the-year dance
— Remaining contingency for 2008-09 year:
$21,461.67 (Funds go to student clubs and
organizations)

2005

The booming housing market halts.

MAY 5, 2006

Merit Financial Inc. files for bankruptcy after
a 40 percent decline in its market.

FEB. - MARCH 2007 Subprime industry collapse; more than 25
subprime lenders declare bankruptcy, announcing significant losses.
AUG. 16, 2007

Bear Stearns gets federal funding as shares fall to
an all-time low.

MARCH 16, 2008

JP Morgan Chase, a financial services firm, acquires
Bear Stearns for $2 a share, avoiding bankruptcy.
The deal is backed by Federal Reserve which
provided $30B to cover possible Bear Stearns losses.

JULY 12, 2008

Indymac, the largest mortgage lender in the U.S., collapses.

AUG. 2008

The 6.1 percent unemployment rate is the highest in five years.

SEPT. 7, 2008

Federal takeover of Fannie Mae and Freddie Mac,
two publicly-traded, goverment-sponsored lenders.

SEPT. 14, 2008

Merrill Lynch, a financial services firm, is sold to
Bank of America amidst fears of a liquidity crisis
and Lehman Brothers’ collapse.

SEPT. 15, 2008

Lehman Brothers, a financial services firm,
files for a record bankruptcy claim of $691 billion.

SEPT. 17, 2008

The U.S. Federal Reserve loans $85 billion
to AIG to avoid bankruptcy.

SEPT. 19, 2008

The Emergency Economic Stabilization Act of 2008
(H.R. 3997) revealed after a tumultuous week
in stock and debt markets.

SEPT. 25, 2008

SEPT. 29, 2008

Emergency Economic Stabilization Act defeated
in the House of Representatives in a 228-205 vote.
The Dow Jones drops 777 points, its biggest one-day loss in history.

”

— PRES. BUSH

“

I would not move
forward on this if
I didn’t think the
chance in the House
was good. Democratic and Republican
leaders over there
will have to make a
decision — but this is
good legislation.
— HARRY REID

”

Senate Majority Leader

BREEZE
Online Exclusive

The Senate was expected to vote
on the new bailout bill Wednesday
night after publication.
To read updates on the bill’s
progress, visit breezejmu.org.

Would raise the federal insurance cap in a one-year increase from $100,000 to $250,000 per deposit. The original “bailout bill” was
defeated 228-205 in the House of Representatives.

There’s no reason to
believe that it’s gonna
get better rather than
worse.

”

Washington Mutual, the largest savings and loan
association in the U.S., was seized by the Federal
Deposit Insurance Corporation, and its banking
assets were sold to JP Morgan Chase for $1.9 billion.

The government’s
top economic experts
warn that without
immediate action by
Congress, America
could slip into a
financial panic and
a distressing scenario
would unfold.

THE NEW BILL:

“

on the national economy

Leading mortgage lender Countrywide Financial
Corporation avoids bankruptcy with an emergency
$11 billion loan from a group of banks.

MARCH 14, 2008

Watch President Rose’s
weekly press conference at
breezejmu.org

— LINWOOD ROSE

“

HOW IT DEVELOPED

BROOKE HOLLABAUGH/The Breeze

Faux Fire Smokes
Gifford Residents
Campus residents
learn fire safety
By ERIK LANDERS
The Breeze

courtesy of JMU

Smoke filled the basement of
Gifford Hall Tuesday night as approximately 90 students tried to
find their way to the exit. Many
students were left terrified by the
ordeal, but the smoke was part of
a program put on by the Office of
Residence Life and the Harrisonburg Fire Department that aimed
to educate students on fire safety.

Students watched videos demonstrating the speed at which a fire
can consume a building in a matter
of seconds, as well as video demonstrating the dangers of people unaware of their surroundings. One
video showed the February 2003
incident at the Chicago nightclub,
E2, in which 21 people died and
more than 50 were injured in a
stampede for the exit after pepper
spray was used to break up a fight.
Students saw the dangers of rushing to the same door they entered
rather than using emergency exits.
See FIRE, page 5
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ADRIENNE GOLDBERG/The Breeze

Freshmen Sam Parlier (front) and Julie
Aliberti escape the staged fire drill at
Gifford Hall Tuesday.
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The Breeze poll question:

CORRECTIONS
In the Monday, Sept. 29 issue of The Breeze, the story found on page 11 in the sports section titled “Late Surge Powers
Dukes” was said to continue to page 12 but the story actually continued to page 13.

Page 2

a. I’m extremely worried.

World & National News

America’s Economic Crisis May
Mean Good News for China
The Washington Post
SHANGHAI — Looking down from his
building's 87th ﬂoor at the glittering signs
of multinational banks along the river here,
Fan Dizhao declared conﬁdently that Wall
Street's reign as the world's No. 1 ﬁnancial
hub is coming to an end.
The United States may be grappling
with its worst economic crisis since the
Great Depression, but these are go-go days
in China.
Venture capital, private equity and foreign direct investment are at all-time highs.
Although Shanghai's stock exchange has
lost close to two-thirds of its value this year,
China's big banks have escaped the credit
catastrophe largely unscathed and the economy continues to expand briskly.
Fan, an investment manager at Guotai
Asset Management Co., which oversees
funds valued at around $5.1 billion, said
that despite the country's inexperience in
the ﬁnancial sector, China has a rare trump
card: mountains of cash.
"It is inevitable," he said, "that we will
take the U.S.'s place as the world leader."
But Shanghai is just one of several cities harboring ambitious — and to some
analysts, fanciful — aspirations while the
global ﬁnance industry is reshufﬂed.
Tokyo has lifted some regulations on
banks and insurance groups and has begun to do something it resisted for a long
time: print securities documents in English.
The Singapore government, which through
its massive sovereign wealth funds has increased its private equity and other ﬁnancial
holdings in recent years, has said it is looking to invest in more distressed assets in the
United States.
And Dubai, riding the Middle East's oilﬁred boom, has declared itself the center
of Islamic ﬁnance and says it aims, in the
words of Dubai's government, to "develop
the same stature as New York."
With U.S. investment houses tumbling
into bankruptcy, consolidating operations or
transforming themselves into more closely
regulated commercial banks, Wall Street's

HOLLYWOOD
HEADLINES
ACROSS

reputation as the prime address to raise capital, seek investment advice or trade securities is no longer rock-solid.
The ﬂow of capital had already begun
moving away from the United States this
summer. A survey released last week about
the competitiveness of world ﬁnancial centers found that New York and London, often
neck-and-neck in such rankings, were still
at the top.
But the survey also found that the two
cities' lead over their rivals shrank after
February because of the credit crisis and the
collapse of U.S. securities ﬁrms. Frankfurt
and Paris also lost ground. Cities in Asia and
the Middle East, meanwhile, were deemed
most likely to gain in importance.
"Dubai, Singapore, Shanghai and Mumbai — they are the probable leaders," said
Michael Mainelli, executive chairman of
Z/Yen group, which carried out the survey.
Researchers looked at factors including infrastructure, foreign direct investment, cost
of living and the presence of a fair and just
business environment.
Arkady Dvorkovich, senior economic
adviser to Russian President Dmitry Medvedev, said the U.S. ﬁnancial crisis could
beneﬁt Moscow. "We are not naive," he
said. "We're not trying to say that Russia
will substitute for the United States in the
ﬁnancial sense, but in certain niches, there's
a certain window of possibility for Russia to
be a much more active player.”
Russia could "serve as a leading ﬁnancial system for neighboring countries and
Eastern Europe in the medium-term, in the
next ﬁve to seven years," he said.
Firms in some ﬁnancial centers are using the Wall Street breakdown to snap up
assets — and people, tens of thousands of
whom have been laid off in the past few
months.
Japan's Mitsubishi UFJ bought up to
a 20 percent share of Morgan Stanley for
$8.4 billion, while Nomura Holdings said it
would buy the Asian, European and Middle
Eastern operations of Lehman Brothers.
Dubai's International Financial Center,
meanwhile, boasts that its tenants are eli-

gible for beneﬁts such as a zero tax rate on
proﬁts, 100 percent foreign ownership and
no restrictions on foreign exchange or repatriation of capital. In addition, said Mohammed Abu Ali, an assistant professor of
economics at Dubai's American University,
"Dubai has an ideal location. It is located
between the East and the West. It is in a
good time zone. And it has a very dynamic
economy,"
Hussain al-Qemzi, chief executive of
the Noor Islamic Bank, which is majorityowned by the Dubai government, aims to
turn the city into a hub for Islamic banks,
prohibiting usury, that would rival Wall
Street's traditional banks.
Shanghai ﬁrst got the serious attention
of global ﬁnanciers last November when
its bourse hit record highs and PetroChina
became, albeit brieﬂy, the world's ﬁrst $1
trillion company, surpassing the value of
U.S.-based Exxon Mobil.
But many analysts dismissed that rise as
irrational exuberance because of Shanghai's
multiple drawbacks as a ﬁnancial center: its
lack of experienced workers, its strict capital controls and concerns about rule of law
and courts that still sometimes put political
interests over justice.
Yet the recently opened Shanghai World
Financial Center, a 101-story marvel of glass
and steel, has become a beacon for dealmakers from around the world. The 138 seats at
the center's $200-a-head French restaurant,
quaintly known as the Dining Room, are
booked solid for the next three weeks. And
although Lehman Brothers scrapped plans
to rent ofﬁces and Morgan Stanley cut its
leased space from eight to four ﬂoors, there
are plenty of
Chinese companies waiting to move in.
"To us the crisis might be beneﬁcial because we can attract more talent from Wall
Street to Shanghai," said Shi Haining, deputy director of the city's Pudong New Area
ﬁnancial services ofﬁce. "There are also
possible outgoing investments, because
Wall Street lacks liquidity. And there may
be money that might have gone to the U.S.
that comes to China instead."

SUPER CROSSWORD

1 Hirt hit
5 Kudrow or Hartman
9 Lucas character
13 Gullible one
18 Rueful cry
19 Certain Semite
20 Imported cheese
21 Extragalactic object
22 DIRECTOR PICKS KAPLAN TO
PLAY LINCOLN!
25 Author Le Guin
26 Prepare to propose
27 Valueless
28 Hum bug?
30 ABA member
31 Fix a ﬁght
33 "WHEEL" RATINGS PLUNGE!
39 More meager
44 "Graf -"
45 Navigation hazard
46 Film, for short
47 Castilian custard
49 Commoner
51 Arm bones
55 CARNEY IN NEW FILM!
59 Vaudeville staple
62 Disdain
63 Unduly
64 "- -Ca-Dabra" (’74 song)
65 JFK Library architect
66 Beethoven symphony
69 Velvety plant
72 Pro-gun grp.
73 Little helper?
74 SANDLER GOES ON TOUR!
78 Ever's partner
81 Slugger's stat
82 Attempt
83 Sulky
86 Moon crawler
87 "- a Song Go . . ."
88 TV’s "The - Patrol"
90 Prelim
92 Plumbing tool
95 AFFLECK WINS SECOND OSCAR!
98 Ho hi
99 - Kong
101 Roof part
102 "Holy cow!"
103 "Casablanca" character
106 Cruciﬁx
108 Agitated
111 HAGMAN PLANS NUPTIALS!
115 Piggy
116 Khan opener?
117 Castilian cry
118 Head set?
122 Croc's kin
126 Mideastern mall?
129 PAQUIN GETS STARRING ROLE!
134 In public
135 Row
136 General Bradley
137 Final
138 Alarm button
139 Raucous noise
140 - Hari
141 Actress Merrill

DOWN

What is your level of concern for the
current economic crisis?

1 Item in a trunk
2 Economist Greenspan
3 Ming thing
4 Behind a windjammer
5 Fall behind
6 OPEC member
7 "Elephant Boy" star
8 Cain's victim
9 "Of course!"
10 Harem room
11 Apply gently
12 Petite parasite
13 Mongrel
14 Owns
15 Nothing special
16 Mediterranean island
17 Brooklyn school
21 Suppress
23 Skirt feature
24 Skiers' mecca
29 Wee one
32 Present
34 Datebook abbr.
35 - Aviv
36 Charges
37 "The March King"
38 Fedora fabric
39 Mineral springs
40 She brought out the beast in men
41 Part owner?
42 Urban transport
43 Absorbed
48 Ruth's mother-in-law
50 Mont 52 Puppy bites
53 Fighter pilots
54 "SNL" bit
56 Haunted-house sound
57 Oklahoma city
58 Alex Haley book
60 Pianist Chasins
61 Bandleader Perez

67 Bergonzi or Ponti
68 "Waves of grain" color
70 Fast ﬂier
71 Bright
73 Between three
75 Bum a ride
76 Humble
77 Soprano's showcase
78 Jessica of "Dark Angel"
79 Comic Carter
80 Melville novel
84 Play ground?
85 Great Lake natives
87 Po land
89 It'll give you a lift
91 Change for a ﬁve
93 Helicopter sound
94 Circle dance
95 Sikorsky or Stravinsky
96 First offender
97 Jay's house
100 Negative correlative
104 It may be tall
105 Internet acronym
107 Colors
109 Demetrius' duds
110 Inclined
111 Sweat and slave
112 Dumbstruck
113 Brings down the house
114 Thought-provoking
119 Particle
120 Mafﬁa or Downey
121 Petty clash?
123 Prepare to ﬂy
124 - even keel
125 Sita's husband
127 Chemical sufﬁx
128 PC key
130 Long or Peeples
131 Unused
132 Dadaism founder
133 Lingerie item

b. I think people are overreacting.
c. It will work itself out.
d. I’m not sure what to think.
Vote at breezejmu.org!
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Valley Schools Partner for Summer Program

DAN GORIN/contributing photographer

James Madison University, Blue Ridge Community College, Bridgewater College and Eastern Mennonite University are all working together to start the science, technology, engineering and mathematics (STEM) program for incoming freshmen. The program will take 50 students per summer and leaders plan to hold the first one in the summer of 2009.

By ASHTON SMITH
The Breeze

In the midst of the economic crisis, area universities are receiving $1.5 million to improve
enrollment in STEM majors.
More declarations in a science, technology, engineering or mathematics (STEM) major
could come from a new summer program for future students.
JMU, Blue Ridge Community College,
Bridgewater College and Eastern Mennonite
University received the grant from the National
Science Foundation for a summer program involving all four schools.
The effort is to help boost student enrollment in those subjects at the university level.
The summer program will be for students who
have been accepted by one of these schools and
who want extra preparation for the college-level
classes.
“The national economy depends an awful lot
on people in STEM majors,” said Bob Kolvoord,
JMU’s co-director of the Center for STEM Education and Research. “There are fewer people in
the pipeline so the federal government is trying
to put together programs to fix that.”

The goal is for the program to get an additional 200 STEM degrees at the four institutions
in five years.
The grant was for exactly $1,476,668 and was
secured with the help of representatives from
each of the schools.
“We decided [the program] might be a good
fit and we contacted our sister schools,” Kolvoord
said. “We found out this summer. We went nine
months and hadn't heard a thing.”
The program will take more than 50 students
who will complete different projects each year.
The number of students each school will get will
depend on the size of each school, with JMU
likely to have the most students out of the four
institutions. According to Kolvoord, students
and faculty from each of the four schools will
work together during the summer to best teach
everyone.
“We've got money to do workshops with
faculty to help them learn new things as far as
teaching STEM majors and retaining STEM majors,” Kolvoord said. “It's a chance to target those
disciplines.”
The biggest purpose of the program is to help
students increase their mathematical abilities so
that the college-level workload isn’t overwhelming.

“I think in some cases there are some folks
that would like to do it, but the math preparation isn't what it should be,” Kolvoord said.
Leaders from the other universities agreed
with Kolvoord’s sentiment.
“I think we are going to be taking a lead on
the incoming students making sure their math
preparation is to the point where they can come
into whatever institution they choose and not
take developmental courses,” said Kenneth
Philips, the Blue Ridge Community College representative. “The incoming summer program's
purpose is to try and improve the math level
of incoming freshmen. That is one thing that a
community college does extremely well.”
Students will also have the opportunity to
intern over the summer to help get real-world
experience in these fields while participating in
the program.
THE PROGRAM’S FUTURE
SRI International is in charge of the project
evaluations and will research its development
based on the results of the program.
“Our role might be a critical friend,” said Ray
McGhee, senior researcher for SRI International. “We are going to sit at the table this Thursday

and give them ideas and resources to use to craft
this program.” There will have to be “extensive
recruitment effort in neighboring school districts.”
Today’s meeting will decide preparations for
the summer program and the little details to get
the program up and running for the summer of
'09.
After three years of participating in the program, all four schools will be eligible for another
million dollars, which will allow it to run for two
extra years. But first the program has to have
good evaluations for the National Science Foundation to get the funds.
“They want to see progress at the end of year
two,” McGhee said. “They want to see the fact
that those students have persisted, have continued taking different sequences of courses, gotten
involved in internships, and seen that they are
on that upward trajectory. Our job is to monitor
and track that.”
Blue Ridge does have the potential to affect
other universities in the area, like JMU.
“We feed into other institutions, [...] so I like
to keep track of what the other institutions are

JMU Rocks the ote
‘Crazy Commons’ Day’s purpose to tell students
why their vote matters in upcoming election
By JEFF WASSERBOEHR
contributing writer

SARA DOLINGER/contributing photographer

Two students talk about the mock vote taking place this week
on the commons. Students can go by and put a peppermint
in the basket of the candidate they are voting for. At the end
of the week, students will know whether campus is leaning
Democratic or Republican.

JMU hosted “Crazy Commons” on Tuesday in an effort to gauge the voting tendencies of the student body. Along with free
food and beverages, there was a mock election station set up intending to painlessly
usher students through the registration
process.
A handful of JMU volunteers assisted
students in registering to vote, as well as
helping them acquire absentee ballots.
“I thought it went really well,” said junior
D.J. Jackson, a newly
recognized voter. “I appreciate them walking
me through the process.
You know, it’s my first
time, and so I found it
extremely helpful.”
The idea is that students choose between
two items every day: DHall or Top Dog? Hunter’s Ridge or Ashby
Crossing? Homework or beer? Why not extend these decisions into the voting booth?
This was the purpose of “Crazy Commons.”
The real choice is: donkey or elephant?
As Nov. 4 approaches, millions of American
citizens are crossing their fingers in anticipation of a new president.
“Virginia plays a big role,” freshman
Stephanie Ramos said. “I feel like this election is important to us, as it affects how the
government is run and has a direct effect on

our generation.”
Is it true that the coveted “state for lovers” has a unique position in this upcoming
election? According to CNN and other news
sources, the state of Virginia does play the
“big role” of a “swing state.” CNN’s Web site
also said that New Hampshire, Ohio, Colorado and Nevada also share the authoritative position of swing state.
MTV has “Rock the Vote,” a campaign to
encourage young people to go out and vote.
According to the Rock the Vote Web site,
almost two million have registered through
the site. Some students think voting should
be a no-brainer.
“It’s not just a choice,
it’s an imperative — it’s
our duty as citizens,”
senior Cathleen Chen
said.
One student feels
that the government
needs to change, and
in order to do that, students need to vote.
“Something has to change,” Jackson said.
“You have to make your choice known, your
decision heard. This is the first time we get
to vote, and I think it’ll be a tight election.
Virginia, JMU, is a big part of this.”
Votes for the mock election will be tallied in the form of Starbright peppermint
candies. Participants filled out a ballot, and
See VOTE, page 4

See STEM, page 5

GOT PLANS?
Check out this
weekend’s activities

Mohandas K.
Gandhi Statue
Dedication
Today, 11 a.m.
East Campus Library

Interfaith
Awareness Week
October 2-9

Family Weekend
Oct. 3-5
See Breeze Special
Section for more

JMU vs. Hofstra
Football Game
1:30 p.m. kickoff
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SGA: Latin Dance Club President’s
Pleas are Answered on Second Try
SGA, from front

“Also I have more confidence in the student
body that if we had that day off they wouldn’t just
use it to go out the night before,” Watkins said. “It’s
the biggest election, arguably, in a very long time,
and a lot of the kids here it’s their first time voting
and I think that time should be spent in front of
the TV.”
The bill will be submitted to the JMU administrative offices for final approval and Zuckerman
considers it “likely” that JMU will be receptive.
Passionate argument over the Election Day bill
was a carried over from discussion of an earlier bill
regarding the Latin Dance Club.
LATIN DANCE CLUB
Stephen Hertz looked anything but comfortable sitting against the back wall of the Festival
Highlands room Tuesday.
For the second straight week he was basically
pleading with the Student Government Association for money on behalf of the Latin Dance Club.
As president of the club, Hertz was facing a
major problem: not being able to hold the end-

of-the-year dance–a signature annual event. The
SGA approves funding requests for student clubs
and organizations and ultimately would decide the
club’s fate.
“It was certainly nerve-racking when it was
close and they were counting [votes],” Hertz said.
“There were a lot more senators voicing support of
the bill so I was feeling confident.”
After deliberating for about 30 minutes, the
Senate agreed on an amendment to the Latin
Dance Club’s original request of $3,000. Some
senators questioned the club’s efforts in finding
alternative means for holding the big dance, but
passionate argument from around the room ended
with a two-thirds majority agreeing on a $2,386.24
fund for Hertz to pay a Latin Band and DJ.
“I feel that they are a group that helps create
diversity across the board,” said Sen. Adam Hall,
who voiced approval of the request.
All SGA amendments to bills are voted on by
the Senate, then by the SGA executive council. Bills
are then handed back to the authors who present
them to Mark Warner, vice president of student affairs, for final approval.

VOTE: Students Toss Mints in Bins for
Candidates They Want to Win Election
Vote, from page 3

“

...It affects how
the government
is run and has a
direct effect on
our generation

RAMOS

— STEPHANIE RAMOS

”

on the importance of voting

then tossed a mint into the respective bin of their chosen candidate. The bins will be counted
and the votes tallied. By the time
of the event ends, students will
know where campus stands as
far as if campus is voting Democratic or Republican.
With a simple check of a box,
students can each play an intricate part in making it better or
worse. Whether the 44th installment will be Barack Obama or
John McCain remains to be seen
on Nov. 4.
The mock election runs
through the end of this week on
the commons. Check in Monday’s issue for the results.

Want to write for The Breeze?
Contact breezenews@gmail.com

Over 50 varieties of pumpkins & gourds

New this year - Pedal Car Racing for all ages
2 Expanded Corn Mazes Hay Tunnel
Petting Zoo Tuble Tubes Hayrides
All Your Fall Decoration Needs!
www.LohrsFarm.com
10 miles North of Harrisonburg
on Rt 11
Near I-81 Exit # 257
(Mauzy/Broadway)

Hours Mon-Fri: 4-6 Sat: 9-6 Sun: 1-6
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Dow Jones Recovers from Largest Drop with Third Largest Gain
Los Angeles Times

NEW YORK - Stock prices stormed upward
Tuesday, erasing more than half of Monday’s
dramatic plunge, as investors bet that Congress
would pass a revamped version of the $700 billion rescue for the sputtering financial system.
In an about-face from the dour mood that
pervaded Wall Street a day earlier, financial stocks
and other hard-hit sectors regained their balance
after the worst sell-off in almost two decades.
“There was a great deal of shock and disappointment at the defeat of the House bill to resuscitate the financial markets, but subsequent
comments suggest that the outlook for passage of
the bill is still reasonably good,” said Alan Gayle,
senior investment strategist at RidgeWorth Capital Management in Richmond, Va. “That gave the
markets a shot in the arm.”
The Dow Jones industrial average, which sank
777 points in its largest-ever point drop Monday,
reclaimed 485.21 points, or 4.7 percent, to close
at 10,850.66.
It was the Dow’s third-biggest point gain in
history and its best percentage advance since October 2002.
The Standard & Poor’s 500 index surged 58.35

points, or 5.3 percent, to 1,164.74. The Nasdaq
composite index climbed 98.60 points, or 5 percent, to 2,082.33.
But the credit markets remained dysfunctional.
The three-month Libor rate, a measurement
of banks’ willingness to lend, rose to 4.05 percent from 3.88 percent. Between mid-June and
mid-September, the rate held steady at about 2.8
percent.
“The bottom line is, the credit markets are
still profoundly broken and they’ll still be that
way even if we get a $700 billion package,” said
T.J. Marta, a fixed-income strategist at RBC Capital Markets in New York.
The Libor’s level is important because rates
on many business loans and adjustable-rate
mortgages are tied to it, meaning consumers and
small-business owners could face much higher
borrowing costs unless Libor retreats.
“It is very troubling,” said Art Hogan, chief
market strategist at Jefferies & Co. “If you’re trying to borrow money for your business to make
payroll and you have to pay 4 percent for it, it’s
very difficult to run a business that way.”
In the stock market, major indexes closed
near their highs of the day, an optimistic sign

indicating that investors didn’t use the rally as a
fleeting opportunity to sell.
Nevertheless, the third quarter, which ended
Tuesday, was ugly for shareholders.
The Dow finished the quarter down 4.4 percent and remains 23.4 percent off its record high
last October.
The S&P slumped 9 percent in the quarter,
while the Nasdaq fell 9.2 percent.
The market’s ability to climb further out of
its hole may depend on whether a bailout is enacted.
Optimism grew Tuesday that Congress ultimately would hammer out a rescue, partly on the
theory that Monday’s stock slide left recalcitrant
lawmakers so shaken that they now felt compelled to act.
Some legislators reported that calls to their
offices from constituents were now in favor of
a rescue, a reversal of the sentiment before the
vote.
Among the 10 broad industry groups in
the S&P 500, financial stocks topped the leader
board Tuesday, climbing 13 percent after sinking
16 percent Monday.
Citigroup and Bank of America jumped 16
percent Tuesday, while JPMorgan Chase gained

FIRE: Students Learn More than ‘Stop, Drop and Roll’
Fire, from front

“Students always need to
plan prior to an incident at least
two ways out; pay attention to
where exit signs are,” said Mary
Messerley, a fire prevention officer with the Harrisonburg Fire
Department.
Students were given the opportunity to practice what they
learned during the program
when the room was filled with
smoke by a smoke machine firefighters use for practice.
“It was very similar to the
real thing,” freshman Heather
Wood said. “The smoke was
white instead of black smoke
and it wasn’t as hot.”
Students craweled through
the “Bat Cave” in the basement
of Gifford Hall which was set up
to simulate the hallways on the
floors above. Students counted
the number of doors on their
way out to know how far they
needed to go and were instructed to pay attention and not mistake a closet door for a bedroom
door.
Some students learned a lot

AMY GWALTNEY/The Breeze

Freshmen Kristi Kao, Leland Matsumura and Kevin Clear emerge from
the simulated fire in the basement of Gifford Hall. Students crawled
throught the hallway, feeling for doors as they made their escape.

www.

of information from the program even though they thought
they already had a good grasp on
fire safety.
“You think you know how
to get out of the situation but
so many students last night said
they were terrified and it was a
controlled situation,” Messerley
said.
Wood confirmed that she
would have not been prepared
to face a real situation.
“I didn’t know as much as I
thought,” Wood said. “Usually
we think of kindergarten and
stop, drop and roll, but there is a
lot for all age groups to learn.”
Friday the Harrisonburg Police Department will hold a similar event off campus in Hunter’s
Ridge from 4 p.m. to 7 p.m. There
will be two burn demonstrations
done, one with a sprinkler system and one without. According
to Messerley 80 percent of all college fires occur off campus.
“We want to show students
how fast their world can go up
in flames,” Messerley said.

14 percent.
Oil prices also reversed course Tuesday. Crude
futures rebounded $4.27 to close at $100.64 a
barrel after sliding $10.52 Monday. As a result,
energy stocks, which dropped 11 percent Monday, rose 5.8 percent Tuesday.
Gold futures, however, slumped $14 to close
at $874.20 an ounce after a $5.30-an-ounce advance.
Large stocks far outpaced smaller issues, as
investors favored the relative safety of big companies. The Russell 2,000 small-stock index, which
lost 6.7 percent Monday, rose 3.3 percent Tuesday.
Yields on three-month Treasury bills, which
fell sharply Monday, jumped as some investors
shifted out of government securities and into
stocks. But the yields remained unusually low,
reflecting anxiety about what would happen next
in Washington.
Indeed, individual investors appear to be
growing fearful of stocks and bonds.
“Individuals have no faith that the government or the leadership or the market leaders are
going to get it right, so they’ve been bailing,” said
Charles Biderman, chief executive of TrimTabs
Investment Research in Santa Rosa, Calif.

STEM: Program
Designed to Recruit
Students to Majors
STEM, from page 3

doing,” Philips said. “A lot of our students
like to transfer to local institutions and I
hope this helps with that transition.”
EMU representative Roman Miller said
he was grateful to Kolvoord for “graciously
inviting” the area schools to join in on the
program.
“From the perspective of EMU, I think
the program will help us in recruiting new
student majors,” Miller said. “During the
past few years the number of students entering the sciences at EMU has declined. I
am hopeful that this project will help us in
reversing that trend.”
Learning communities is the key for this
partnership to work, according to Kolvoord.
“What we are going to do is network
them across the schools, so it won’t be just
a JMU community but one between all four
schools,” Kolvoord said. “The partnership is
a key feature of this. I’m not sure we have
ever done this broad partnership. We have
done things with each school but bringing
the valley schools together is different and
we are really excited about that.”

thebreeze .org
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Find Your Housing For 2009 Online @
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YOUR LIFESTYLE & YOUR BUDGET

Visit Us Online To Find OffCampus Housing Just Right For YOU

OffCampusHousing
.com

Family Weekend Open House
Saturday & Sunday 10 to 12

HOMES

Live In Luxury
4 Bedrooms / 41/2 Baths / 2 Laundry Rooms
3 Floors of Spacious Living / 42” TV’s
Large Private Decks / Large Closets
Pool / Fitness Facility / Basketball
Only 11/2 Blocks From Campus

CONDOS

www.CharlestonTownes.com
Call 434-5150 For Your Private Tour
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Editor: Whitten Maher
breezeopinion@gmail.com
(540) 568-3846
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
UPB Should Pool Resources, Focus Efforts
on One Annual Convo Concert
Currently, UPB hosts two smaller concerts each
semester for JMU students to enjoy. While these
concerts do attract quite a few students, a change
in scheduling could allow for something we have
not seen for years: The big show. Wouldn’t it be a
better decision to host one major concert per year,
allowing more funds to be spent on an A-list music
group?
By implementing such a change, Madison could
begin to gain the same kind of street credit as such
schools as UVA and Virginia Tech with regards to
concert schedules. Not to mention a profit could be
generated, which would help attract and book potential musicians.
There is even a large venue to host those shows:
Bridgeforth Stadium, which can hold more than
15,000 people. By no means do I expect UPB’s
schedule to immediately match that of those larger
schools; I’ve seen our Program Board’s budget, and
it is significantly smaller. However, I feel that thousands of students would appreciate a change in the
concert schedule to allow for one major event, providing students a show to talk about for weeks to
come. It is our student fees that help pay for such
concerts, after all.
Scheduling events and concerts is not an easy
task, and I applaud UPB and other organizations
on campus for consistently putting on shows at the
Convocation Center and other venues. However, it
is important to listen to student sentiment. When
the entertainment survey was sent earlier this year,
I had a jolt of excitement when I read some of the
names featured on the list. My excitement significantly dropped when I heard that the concert selected would be Boys Like Girls.
It is difficult to please everyone, but this particular event was not well-received among different student groups. In the weeks prior to the recent Boys
Like Girls concert, the buzz and anticipation on
campus was definitely not as profound as it would
have been for a big-name band.
In the past, JMU has hosted groups such as
Jimmy Eat World, Nas, Hall and Oates and recently
T-Pain. Let’s “be the change” and change the UPB
concert schedule and book a big-name group. The
first step to change is talking about it, so let’s start
the conversation.
Fred Rose
senior communication studies major

Congress’ Bailout Plan Would Unjustly
Reward The Mistakes of Corporate Giants
If you received a call from a stranger who demanded that you pay his bar bill and bookie or he
would ruin your family’s finances, you wouldn’t
reach for your wallet.
But Congress is ready to reach for our wallets at
the behest of President Bush and Wall Street lobbyists who threaten us with a 1932-style Depression
if they do not get $700 billion for the debts of Wall
Street gamblers and financial inebriates!
If private investors won’t buy Wall Street’s disputed assets, why should Congress force us to pay?
The U.S. Treasury wants $700 billion to buy bad
loans at above-market prices, and then auction
them off for maybe cents on the dollar to the same
Wall Street gangs causing this mess!
Bush wants to give former Goldman Sachs CEO
and current Treasury Secretary Paulson powers
equal to a one-man economic dictatorship: “Decisions by the Secretary…may not be reviewed by any
court of law or any administrative agency.”
This grand larceny, done while the FBI investigates the very companies Congress wants to bailout,
will increase Wall Street’s financial philandering,
not end it. A depression is more likely with Congress so generously rewarding bad behavior, rather
than letting those who take risks, pay for the risks.
The $300 billion already given away in 2008
stimulus packages, bailouts and “loans” for investment banks, Detroit auto makers, mortgage giants,
and insurance companies was supposed to fix the
economy. Giving candy to one child doesn’t work.
Adding between $1 trillion and $2 trillion to
the national debt over six months when the federal
budget and trade balance deficits are hundreds of
billions in the red will increase inflation and decrease the purchasing power of our paychecks and
savings.
Congress should stand up to extortionists, not
pay them.
Delegate Bob Marshall
member of the Virginia General Assembly
13th district
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“…Americans can also be confident
about our long-term outlook. Our
economy is strong, it is dynamic,
and it is resilient.”

“There have been some recent signs
that our economy is beginning to
improve.”

“…we’ve got a big problem”

L. gy
Ha

PART ONE OF TWO

GUEST COLUMN

Fearful Symmetry

ERIC LA FRENIERE, contributing writer

Check next Thursday’s issue for the second installment

The potential bailout plan coincides
with other, unnerving political trends

Given current events (in particular, cries of “Socialism!”), it’s time to
talk about fascism — that is, the possibility of American fascism. I know
what you’re thinking: “It can’t happen here.”
Actually, that was the name of a semi-satirical novel published in 1935
during the Great Depression. Sinclair Lewis’ dark, cautionary tale revolved around a plot to turn America into a totalitarian state. The author
imagined that, in a time of severe economic crisis, many citizens would
be willing to trade in their freedoms for promises of security.
Lewis’ story goes something like this: A hotly contested presidential
election puts a buffoon at the head of the United States; said buffoon shills
for big business, caters to and has the support of domestic fundamentalists and disingenuously preaches change; blank checks are written, unconstitutional measures are enacted and martial law ensues. Crazy, huh?
Because fascism is intensely nationalistic, it wears different masks depending on the cultural particularities of its host countries. But in a 2003
issue of Free Inquiry, political scientist Lawrence Britt identified 14 characteristics common to a number of 20th century outbreaks of fascism.
Britt’s 14 points are presented here, along with my own observations of
some disturbingly current, disturbingly American examples:

1

“Powerful and Continuing
Expressions of Nationalism”

Chauvinistic songs (“We’ll put a boot in your ass, it’s the
American way”), slogans (“America First!”) and chants (“US-A, U-S-A!”); an ever-present national flag, along with the will to sacrifice our most precious ideals in order to fetishize our national symbol.

2
3
4
5
6

“Disdain for the Importance of Human Rights”
Suspension of habeas corpus (e.g. the treatment of “dirty
bomber” Jose Padilla); secret prisons, extraordinary rendition and “enhanced interrogation” techniques.

“Identification of Enemies/Scapegoats
As a Unifying Cause”
Equating Islamism with terrorism as an external threat and
liberals/secular humanists as an internal threat, according
to cultural figures like Pat Robertson and Bill O’Reilly.

“The Supremacy of the Military/Avid Militarism”
Glamorization of and massive spending on the armed forces
(most recently: $600 billion); complementary neglect of
“soft issues” such as education, healthcare, infrastructure
and antipoverty programs.

“Rampant Sexism”
Anti-/faux feminism, attacks on reproductive rights and education, obsession with tradition and “family values,” and homophobia as a political device.

“A Controlled Mass Media”
Concentration of ownership; establishment-aligned info-tainment/pundits; the marginalization of investigative journalism
and government public relations blindly reported as news.

DARTS

PATS

Darts & Pats are anonymously submitted and
printed on a space-available basis. Submissions
creatively depict a given situation, person or event
and do not necessarily reflect the truth. Submit
Darts & Pats at breezejmu.org

A “buns-of-steel” dart to Market One for
the hamburger bun you served me.
From a disgruntled junior who knows the
only workout he’s going to get is trying to chew
one of your hamburgers.

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

“Obsession with National Security”

The hastily-approved Patriot Act, overweening Department of
Homeland Security and the use of fear as a political tool (a color-coded Threat Level System and Condoleezza Rice saying
“We don’t want the smoking gun to be a mushroom cloud”).

“Religion and Ruling Elite Tied Together”
Use of religious buzzwords, imagery and rhetoric to manipulate domestic fundamentalists; assaults on the wall of separation of church and state; the abuse of science and advocacy
of pseudo-science.

“Power of Corporations Protected”
Big-business political donors, lobbyists, insider politicians
and officials; rollback of health, safety, environmental and financial regulation and oversight; tax loopholes and corporate
welfare.

“Power of Labor Suppressed or Eliminated”
Government power used to break strikes in favor of management, discourage union membership and oppose a living
minimum wage.

“Disdain and Suppression of
Intellectuals and the Arts”
Conflation of intelligence and education with elitism; contempt
for reason and free expression; antagonism toward diversity,
multiculturalism and public support for the arts.

“Obsession with Crime and Punishment”
Endless cop and courtroom television programming that
largely reinforces the status quo, overly simplistic “tough on
crime” politics; fixation on the death penalty, despite studies
proving it an ineffective deterrent; a bloated prison-industrial
complex housing the largest prison population on the planet.

“Rampant Cronyism and Corruption”
“Heckuva job, Brownie [the FEMA head during Katrina]”; Bush’s
ties to the oil/energy industry, Cheney’s ties to Halliburton,
the privatization of government and military services (e.g.
Blackwater); multi-billion dollar no-bid government contracts.

“Fraudulent Elections”
Eminently hackable electronic voting machines with no paper
trail. The CEO of Diebold Inc. (a huge supplier of electronic
voting equipment) said in 2004 that he was “committed to
helping Ohio deliver its electoral votes to the president.” Disenfranchisement of minority voters, swiftboating/muddying
the political water and Big Lies on the campaign trail.

While none of these examples lack precedent in American history,
their strong, simultaneous presence at this historical moment suggests
that — by apparently unnoticed increments (think of the proverbial frog
being gradually boiled alive) — “the Homeland” has already become a
proto-fascist state.
All that’s needed to send us completely over the edge is a good shove.
ERIC LA FRENIERE is a senior independent studies major.

An “are-you-kids-in-a-sandbox?” dart to
the House of Representatives; name calling isn’t
a reason to vote “nay” on legislation that would
jump-start our failing economy.
From a student who knows the comments by
the Speaker were brash, but grow up!
A “do-you-have-any-idea-what-it-is-liketo-fight-off-cervical-cancer?” dart to Sarah
Delia for her column that might deter girls
from getting vaccinated for HPV because of
her description of the side effects.
From a student who thinks EVERYONE
should get Gardasil because no girl should ever
have to suffer the pain and trauma that I have.

An “he-obviously-didn’t-underestimateyour-power” dart to Anakin Skywalker for unsuccessfully flipping over Obi-Wan and getting
his limbs chopped off in the process.
From Emperor Palpatine/Darth Sidious.
A “which-came-first,-the smell-or-themascot?” pat to JMU for smelling like the food
of its mascot.
From a sophomore who is glad that the
Duke Dog has breakfast every morning.
A “look-what-happened” dart to capitalism.
From an average American.

The Breeze welcomes and encourages readers to voice their opinions through letters and guest columns. Letters must be no longer than 300 words, and
guest columns must be no more than 550 words to be considered for publication. The Breeze reserves the right to edit submissions for length, grammar
and if material is libelous, factually inaccurate or unclear. The Breeze assumes the rights to any published work. Opinions expressed in this page, with the
exception of editorials, are not necessarily those of The Breeze or its staff.
Letters and guest columns should be submitted in print or via e-mail and must include name, phone number,
major/year if author is a current student (or year of graduation), professional title (if applicable), and place of residence if author is not a JMU student.
THE BREEZE MSC 6805 G1, ANTHONY-SEEGER HALL HARRISONBURG, VA 22807 BREEZEOPINION@GMAIL.COM 540-568-3846
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THE REAL STORY

Time is Running Out to Stop a Nuclear Iran
For years, the United States has
tried to stop Iran’s nuclear ambitions.
Yet now in October 2008, Iran is closer
than ever before to
achieving its longterm goal of obtaining deliverable
nuclear weapons.
This poses
a very real and
very dangerous
threat not just
to America, but
to the rest of the
TONY
world
as well.
SPADACCIA
At the very
least, a nuclear Iran would spark an
atomic arms race between Iran and its
neighbors in the Middle East such as
chief Sunni rival, Saudi Arabia. There
are few scenarios more frightening than
the proliferation of nuclear weapons in
the most unstable region of the world.
Iran is the world’s most notorious
state sponsor of terrorism, with ties to
various international terrorist organi-

zations including Hezbollah, Hamas
and Palestinian Islamic Jihad. Terrorist
groups have a well-documented history
of actively seeking to acquire nuclear
materials and it is not unreasonable to
believe that the Iranian government
could pass on highly enriched uranium
and plutonium to a terrorist group to
use for a bomb.
It’s likely that the greatest threat to
international security from a nuclear
Iran will not be from an Iranian missile
launch itself, but instead from Iranianbacked terrorists who could move
secretly, detonating a bomb without
being detected.
In order to prevent Iran from gaining nuclear weapons, the ruling Mullahs must be convinced that it is in their
best interest to stop enriching uranium
and, to have any significant effect, that
persuasion must come from a source
outside of the U.N. Security Council.
By all measurable standards, the
Security Council has failed to halt Iran’s
nuclear program. The Council had

many years to take strong action against
Iran but have not because of interference from Russia and China. Any
resolution that comes from the Council
must be approved unanimously by all
member countries, including Russia
and China.
But both nations have strong economic ties to Iran. Russia sells billions
of dollars in weapons to the Iranian
military and China needs Iranian oil
to keep pace with its exploding energy
demands, so naturally they don’t want
to impose harsh sanctions that would
damage the fragile Iranian economy.
Therefore, the only way tough, effective sanctions can ever be established
is through the cooperative measures
of the United States and the European
Union. In the past, Europe has been
unwilling to take a strong stance against
Iran, but with French President Nicolas
Sarkozy now leading the EU, the time is
right for action.
Of course, the wild card in all of this
is Israel. Over the years, Israel has kept

a close watch on Iran’s nuclear program and for good reason; the Iranian
government is ruled by fanatics who
believe that it is God’s will to destroy
the Jewish nation.
With a significant portion of their

“

...the Iranian government is ruled by
fanatics who believe
that it is God’s will
to destroy the Jewish
nation.

”

population consisting of either Holocaust survivors or their children, the
Israelis know all too well what can
happen when the threats of evil rulers
are not taken seriously. If the international community does not take action

to stop Iran’s nuclear pursuits, Israel has
made it clear that it will defend its right
to exist.
It is critical that the United States
stand united with the Israelis to oppose
this great threat to mankind. Israel has
always been America’s strongest ally
and it would be a terrible disgrace to
abandon them at their hour of greatest
need.
Let me be clear: I’m not advocating
for military action against Iran. A strike
against Iran would provoke a retaliation
that would endanger American soldiers
in Iraq and Afghanistan and jeopardize
all they have done in those countries,
not to mention it would send the price
of oil straight to the moon.
However, our time is running out
and unless immediate action is taken
by the international community and
tougher sanctions are imposed soon, we
may not have any other choice.

TONY SPADACCIA is a sophomore political
science and business management major.

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
Is Giving Away $100 CASH!!!
James McHone Jewelry will be giving away $100 Cash
to one person wearing any James McHone T-Shirt.
TODAY, October 2nd at 12:20 p.m.
Bottom Floor of FESTIVAL!
Still do not have your FREE T-Shirt? Visit us Downtown
75 Court Square next to Bank of America and www.mchonejewelry.com

JAMES MCHONE JEWELRY
PLATINUM 0.69 Cts Diamond Ring
Oval Cut Center 0.57 cts SI2 HI

This Week $2000
*All of our diamonds are graded by an on staff GIA Diamond Graduate
Visit us at 75 S. Court Square Harrisonburg or www.mchonejewelry.com
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‘Smoother Than Ever’ Despite Rain
www.breezejmu.org

Spaghettifest 6 >> Draws Large Crowd

photos courtesy of NATALIE STRICKLAND

Bluegrass folk band Red River Rollercoaster plays Saturday during Spaghettifest 6. Other artists who performed included Murphy’s KIds and DJ Scratch from the Grammy award-winning group Roots.

Annual music festival
proves a soggy success
By JESS NOVAK
The Breeze

Though the weather was not as ideal as the
sunny, rain-free, 80-degree weekend enjoyed
by festival-attendants of Spaghettifest 5, the
annual Spaghettifest exceeded expectations for
the sixth year in a row, drawing close to 1,000
people and featuring more bands of a higher
caliber than ever before.
“This is definitely not an experience I’ve
ever had before,” freshman Natalie Strickland
said. “But the music is excellent and the crowd
is so welcoming, generous, friendly, extremely
extroverted, laid back and happy to be here!”
Spaghettifest is a weekend-long music festival featuring local, state and national bands.
Strickland was one of hundreds to deal
with flooding tents, only one pair of soaked
jeans and no dry shoes (she went bare-foot
most of Saturday). The festival raged on the entire weekend, despite Mother Nature’s fiercest
attempts to flood the campgrounds of Natural
Chimneys Regional Park in Mount Solon.

“It’s pretty phenomenal despite the rain,”
confirmed senior Erin Fearing, who was attending her second Spaghettifest. “We’re just
not thinking about it.”
The festival improved this year due to a
more diverse band lineup and more organized
layout of the event.
“This was the first year I could really enjoy myself,” said festival-creator Mickey Glago
of Midnight Spaghetti and the Chocolate GStrings. “There’s always so much going on, but it
all got done much smoother than ever before.”
Glago also made several changes to the layout
this year, moving the acoustic stage onto the main
campground, allowing campers to hear music at
all times during the day and late into the night.
“By moving the stage we forced people to
have music near them all the time,” Glago explained. “That way, even if they retreated back
to their tents, they were still hearing music and
would be more motivated to check it out.”
This year’s event raised money for The Pancreatic Cancer Action Network in honor of Carnegie-Mellon professor Randy Pausch. Though
he passed away due to pancreatic cancer in July
2008, Pausch has become a phenomenon with
his book and presentation, “The Last Lecture:
Really Achieving Your Childhood Dreams,”
which he delivered to an audience of 400 people

By SARAH MEAD
contributing writer

Sophomore Lauren Rotsted
& Junior Kristen Davis

at Carnegie-Mellon in September 2007.
Spaghettifest 6 also boasted an impressive
lineup of artists, including DJ Scratch of the
Grammy award-winning Roots, well known
for their successful album “The Seed 2.0.”
“Scratch was a perfect artist for Spaghettifest,” Glago said. “He catches the vibe from
the audience because he doesn’t go out with a
set list, he just responds to the crowd.”
Scratch’s performance, which lead directly
into the main event of the weekend, Midnight
Spaghetti’s late-night set, was arguably one of
the most energetic of the weekend, rivaling
other incredible acts including Trees On Fire,
Murphy’s Kids, The Afromotive and Future.
“Before Scratch went out, he kept looking
out at the crowd to get ready,” Glago said. “He
told me it wasn’t the same vibe as other places,
and I think he really fed off of that.”
Other artists that performed had a similar
success connecting to the audience.
“Trees on Fire was incredible,” Strickland
said “The whole group really connected with
the crowd, not just one front man, and the violinist had so much energy!”
The Charlottesville-based Trees on Fire
delivered a dynamic performance, complete
See FESTIVAL, page 14

Six Degrees of...
Lauren Rotsted, a sophomore
from Chesterfield meets Kristen
Davis, a junior from Dryfort, for
the first time. All they have in common is that they are both Virginia
residents attending James Madison
eating at Festival on a Tuesday afternoon in September. Lauren is a
biology and anthropology double
major; Kristen is a nursing and
health sciences double major. Lauren plays water polo as an extracurricular activity, and Kristen does
kickboxing at a martial arts school
off campus.
So far, they have found no connection. Then, they start to roll
through the classes they have taken
in science, and discover that they
both took GANTH195 with the
same professor, Kenneth Lizzio.
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SIX DEGREES OF SEPARATION is a
theory that any two people in the world can find
common ground through only six other people
or less. It is also known as the six degrees of

Beth Camphouse and Lauren
Lewis are two undergraduates studying at the new East Campus library.
Beth is a senior political science major and Lauren a sophomore nursing major. Beth works at UREC as a
group fitness instructor and Lauren is
a member of the nursing club. Both
of the girls live in Manassas, although
Beth’s family just moved there recently and Lauren grew up there.
Lauren finally asks Beth, “Do
you know Danielle Dimond?” and
Beth quickly says, “Yes! She used to
be a group fitness instructor and just
graduated.” Lauren explains that she
grew up with Danielle, has known
her since she was eight years old,
and they went to school together for
years. Another connection is found
in a matter of minutes.

Midnight Spaghetti and the Chocolate G-Strings, the
festival’s namesake, performed Saturday. Band member, Mickey Glago, is the creator of the event.

Senior Beth Camphouse
& sophomore Lauren Lewis

Kevin Bacon, in that anyone could find a link
to Kevin Bacon through six other people. Two
pairs of students were selected and questioned
to find out if this theory holds true at JMU.

photos courtesy of SARAH MEAD

out &
about
town

What’s happenin’
around the ’Burg

TODAY:
Theater Production

FRIDAY:
Woodwind Concert

FRIDAY:
Stand-up Comedy

WHAT: “Seventy Scenes of Halloween” explores the dangerous
pitfalls of human communication.
Recommended for mature audiences.
WHERE: Latimer-Shaeffer
Theatre, Duke Hall
WHEN: 8 p.m., Oct. 1-4
PRICE: $8 and $10

WHAT: “Winds in the Trees Concert” features
chamber music by JMU School of Music student woodwind ensembles and the Montpelier Wind Quintet (JMU’s faculty woodwind
chamber ensemble in residence).
WHERE: Edith J. Carrier Arboretum
Amphitheater
WHEN: 6 p.m. to 7:30 p.m.
PRICE: Free

WHO: Emmy Award-winning comedian
Vicki Lawrence
WHAT: The comedian and her outspoken character Thelma “Mama” Harper
share an evening of stand-up comedy
and music.
WHERE: Wilson Hall Auditorium
WHEN: 8 p.m.
PRICE: $20, $35 and $40
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‘My Best Friend’s Girl’ Not Worth Theater Price
By MELISSA WILLIAMS
contributing writer

Check out our NEW Web site: breezejmu.org.

The new romantic comedy “My Best Friend’s
Girl” isn’t quite so new. The plotline behind the
movie has been done before in many of the beloved
comedies released in the past few years. In the first
20 minutes, it was obvious the film was a twist on

the 2005 movie “Hitch,” but with a cruder and less
talented leading man.
Dane Cook is one of the funniest men of this generation, but he should stick to stand-up — acting definitely isn’t his forte. With such an amazing co-star,
Kate Hudson, the film gained a little credibility, but
Cook’s performance was too dreadful to be overshadowed. Hudson gains most of the laughs from the audience and makes the film a little better than it would
have been with a different leading actress. Jason Biggs

brings some humor in to the mix, but inevitably plays
a character that the audience pities throughout the
film. Biggs isn’t in the movie as much as he should
have been, especially with his previous comedic accomplishments such as “American Pie.”
Cook plays a hired bad date named Tank: He is
paid by men to take their ex-girlfriends out on a hellish
date to have them run screaming back into their exlovers’ arms. Sounds like a nice deed. However, most
of these women return to hateful relationships with

their cheating boyfriends. Tank’s life is going pretty
well until he is hired by his best friend Dustin (Biggs)
to help him win back the love of his co-worker Alexis
(Hudson). Alexis is actually looking for unattached
sex and not a serious relationship, which inevitably
poses some obstacles for Tank and Dustin.

To read the rest of this review,
go to breezejmu.org.
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FESTIVAL: Has Become Tradition for Many Students
“The Anti-Corporate Beach Party” and new songs
Festival, from page 9
with sunglasses flying off the violinist, Justin Es- including “Give it All,” which is set to be released on
posito, mid-solo. TOF integrates four-part harmo- their next album at the end of this year or early 2009.
nies, electronic and organic styles and an impressive They also surprised the crowd with two unique covinstrumentation including keys, violin, accordion, ers of The Temptations’ “Ain’t Too Proud to Beg” and
finished the act with an enguitar, saxophone, bass,
core Talking Heads cover of
drums and vocals between
“Burning Down the House.”
only five members. The
“Their Talking Heads
band performed Friday
cover was awesome,” Stricknight before Murphy’s
land said. “The lead singer
Kids, JimiBeckBlues and
really knows what he’s singThe Afromotive, effectiveing about. He’s not just conly warming up the crowd
fident, he really feels it.”
for the excitement to folOther favorites of the
low. TOF plans to return to
weekend included The Acthe Harrisonburg area for
cordion Death Squad, Chera WXJM live-broadcasted
— ROBIN CUMMINGS yl Sule Presents: SP511, Rubperformance Thursday,
sophomore
berlegs and Ryan Villanueva.
Oct. 30 and shows at Cle“Rubberlegs is my new
mentine’s in November
favorite,” senior Rachel
and December.
Looney said. “They were so
“Trees on Fire was
great and Murphy’s Kids was so much fun,” sopho- different and so much fun!”
Rubberlegs returned to Spaghettifest for their
more Robin Cummings said, when asked about
her favorite performances. “MK makes everyone second year in a row, traveling all the way from
get up and dance and they really communicate New York City for the festival in the woods. Memwith the audience. They make you not feel stupid bers Gordon Smith and Anthony Maulella are already planning their return for next year’s festival
for getting really into it.”
Murphy’s Kids delivered their typical energy to and hope to play an extended set, allowing them
the crowd with a nonstop set featuring favorites from time to perform more originals and covers.

“...Even
though I don’t know
people, I’m meeting people

really easily because they’re
all so friendly and welcoming.

”

The Accordion Death Squad impressed audiences with a unique repertoire featuring a guitarist, cellist, drums, vocals, piano and an accordion
player from “Ratsylvania” who joked she was from
a place “between Pennsylvania and Transylvania”
where they often drank vodka with their scrambled eggs for breakfast.
Cheryl Sule Presents: SP511 rocked the side stage
early Saturday, covering artists ranging from Janis Joplin to Audioslave. Later in the evening, Ryan Villanueva
brought the biggest crowd of the entire weekend to the
side stage and performed favorite originals including
“Soggy Rice” and “My Turn to Leave” and a Keller Williams cover of “Freaker By the Speaker.” Villanueva, a
recent JMU graduate, returned from a tour of the Philippines and is currently moving to Nashville, Tenn., to
further pursue a career in the music industry.
Though the volume had to be turned down
around midnight, the music continued well into
the early-morning hours with performances at the
DJ tent with DJ Maskell on Friday and DJ Finks on
Saturday, delivering high-energy raves despite the
time and weather. Simultaneously, performance at
the acoustic tent, called the Ring of Fire, attracted
audiences to see and hear Funnel on Friday and
Kristoffer Wright on Saturday.
“I was expecting something like Langerado,
a mini Bonnaroo that happens in Florida when I
decided to come to Spaghettifest,” Cummings said.
“This is much smaller in comparison, but it’s much

‘Seventy Scenes of Halloween’ to Play in Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre

better. You see more people you know and it’s a
much more welcoming atmosphere.”
Strickland agreed. “Everyone here is older than
me, been to Spaghettifest before and is meeting
with friends. Even though I don’t know people, I’m
meeting people really easily because they’re all so
friendly and welcoming,” she said.
Perhaps that is still the most endearing quality of
Spaghettifest. It is an successful fundraiser each year,
but it is also an opportunity to see and hear new music, connect with old friends and make new ones.
“I love Spaghettifest because it’s a great time
with good people and good music,” Cummings
said. “You can be yourself here.”
For all those who enjoyed the music and
roughed the elements this weekend, they can attest
to the magic of the festival. For all those who chose
to miss out this time, there is always next year.
“There are lots of clubs that come and it’s so
easy to make friends and find people who might
go,” Strickland said.
Without actually attending, it is difficult to explain the power of the weekend to those who have
not experienced it first-hand. However, one look at
the sad faces of those dismantling tents on Sunday
morning or regretfully hugging friends and saying
goodbye to those they came to know throughout
the weekend, is evidence enough to prove the deep
connection campers feel after the festival.
“I can’t wait for next year,” Strickland said.

New Sci-fi Show on ‘Fringe’
of TV Let-Down
Daily Skiff
Texas Christian University

AMY GWALTNEY/The Breeze

“Seventy Scenes of Halloween,” by Jeffrey M. Jones, is a macabre theatrical experience
that explores the dangerous pitfalls of human communication. The director arranged the
piece in 70 interchangeable “quick tales.” “Seventy Scenes” alternates between reality and
absurdity, and confronts the hidden skeletons in the closets of Joan and Jeff that threaten
their relationship. This dark, funny piece is recommended for mature audiences. It will play
Sept. 30 to Oct. 4 at 8 p.m. in Latimer-Shaeffer Theatre.

FORT WORTH, TEXAS — Television
networks have always seemed to have a
strange love affair with science fiction.
They love adding new sci-fi shows every
year, then cancelling them unless they
don’t immediately draw “Heroes”-size audiences, blaming it on the writers for not
hooking viewers fast enough.
This season we have “Fringe.” The
show has an edge already in this year’s
crowded crop in it is the latest product
from the fertile mind of J.J. Abrams, of
“Lost” and “Alias” fame.
“Fringe” has many of the same idiosyncrasies of those previous works. However,
the pilot was missing what made the previous shows so enjoyable while they were
keeping us gripping the couch cushions.
Like the best sci-fi shows, “Fringe”
may be depicting non-ordinary events,
but it clearly hits on our very real anxieties. This is evident in the pilot when in
the opening minutes, a chemical agent
turns the skins of passengers on an international flight into translucent goo. The

rest of the pilot doesn’t offer too many
more bright spots.
Unlike “The X-Files,” which was able
to offset its grim proceedings with the
unmistakable chemistry between David
Duchovny and Gillian Anderson, the
stars of “Fringe” don’t seem too enthusiastic about their jobs yet.
Australian newcomer Anna Torv
is a blander version of Jennifer Garner
in “Alias” with none of the spunk that
makes us fall in love with Torv’s character, FBI agent Olivia Dunham, like we
did with Sydney Bristow.
Joshua “Pacey” Jackson comes off a
little better but still doesn’t convince as
supposed bad-boy Peter Bishop. Only
John Noble (“Lord of the Rings”) shows
any kind of spark as mad scientist Walter
Bishop, and it’s probably no coincidence
that he gets all the best one-liners.
Still, like “Lost” as of late, “Fringe”
confuses mystery with deliberately withholding any explanations. And please,
J.J., lose the cheesy 3D lettering that introduces each location. I can just see the
“MadTV” parody now where someone
whacks his or her head on one of those
monstrosities.

The Breeze

is Hiring!

Interested in marketing and
public relations?
The Breeze is
looking for a
student who
can
coordinate
The Breeze's
marketing,
public
relations
and
circulation
efforts.
Apply to
be The
Breeze's
Marketing
and
Circulation
Coordinator!

POSITION OPEN:
Marketing &
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Today!
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Surprising Special Teams Play
JMU tops conference
in net-punting average
despite Pritchard’s injury
By MATTHEW McGOVERN
The Breeze

Five games into its season, the JMU football
team leads the Colonial Athletic Association in
two major categories.
One is apparent; Madison has the top rushing offense.

But Madison’s second major superlative —
net-punting average — is odd, when taking
into account the three-game absence of starting
punter and kickoff specialist Jason Pritchard.
The senior is still recovering from a strained
right hip flexor sustained in practice three
weeks ago.
Net-punting average gauges a team’s ability
to punt well and stop return specialists early. In
JMU’s case, an impromptu brainstorming session led to major improvement after declines in
production from Pritchard’s replacement.
“I said ‘Maine is a great punt-blocking team,
and they’re gonna come after us,’” Matthews said
about evaluating the situation following the Ap-

palachian State game. “I’d thought about rugby
punting — if we had anybody — and that’s when
J.C. [Price] said ‘Coach, [Matt] Goff could do it,
because I know he did it in high school.’”
While JMU had just eked out a 35-32 win
against the Mountaineers, JMU punter Andy
Smith averaged only 30.8 yards on four punts
in his second game replacing Pritchard. The
Dukes (4-1 overall, 2-0 in the CAA) turned to
sophomore free safety Matt Goff to take care of
field position at Maine.
Rugby punting involves a right or left shift
by the punter before he kicks the ball, and the
intervention paid off. Goff notched Madison’s
See FOOTBALL, page 18

Iron Will
Drives
No. 1

AMY GWALTNEY/The Breeze

JMU practices blocking drills Tuesday. The Dukes play
their third conference game Saturday against Hofstra.

Junior Alison Parris has finished
first for the JMU cross country team
in each of its two races this season,
just two years after being diagnosed
with anemia. To counteract the
effects of the condition, she takes
five iron pills every day.

Top distance runner dealt
with anemia, now leads team
By WES SHAW
The Breeze

As a senior in high school, Alison Parris excelled in her sport
like never before.
In November of 2005 she earned an all-state honor in cross
country after finishing second in the Maryland AA state championship meet. During the winter of that same year, Parris finished seventh in the 800 meters in Maryland’s indoor track championships.
So when exercise left her feeling tired and weak in the fall of her
freshman year at JMU, she knew something was wrong.
A blood test confirmed that Parris had anemia, a condition
characterized by low red blood cell and iron levels in the body.
The Saint Leonard, Md., native was forced to sit out for the rest
of the cross country season, unable to return to running until in-

“

What is Anemia?
• Essentially characterized by a lack of
red blood cells in the body.
• Fewer red blood cells means inadequate oxygen is delivered to the tissues.

I needed to get stronger, get
the iron pills in me and just
mature as a runner I guess.
— ALISON PARRIS
junior distance runner

• This lack of oxygen can make sufferers
feel very tired, much like the effects of
mono, expecially during exercise.
• Heel-strike anemia is common for runners, especially distance runners, where
the red blood cells in the feet are often
destroyed.

”

door track began.
Not surprisingly, Parris was not the same runner she once was in
the months following her return.
“She had some good moments,” JMU cross country coach Dave
Rinker said. “She just didn’t have the training background to be able
to compete at the level she’s capable of. I knew it was hard, but at the
same time I think she handled it very well.”
After the diagnosis, Rinker told Parris it would take her upwards
of 18 months to get her strength and mileage back up to where it
needed to be.
By April of this year, 19 months after first learning of her condition, Parris was running a personal best time in the 800 meters at the
Colonial Athletic Association outdoor track championship meet.
“It was just a matter of time,” Parris said. “I needed to get stronger, get the iron pills in me and just mature as a runner I guess.”
Now Parris is back to competing at the same high level she did in

• Women and people with chronic diseases have the highest risk of contracting
anemia.
—data provided by mayoclinic.com.

CAROLINE DAVIS/The Breeze

See ANEMIA, page 17

WEEKEND ACTION

Friday CAA field hockey showdown highlights home matchups
STAFF REPORTS

HOLLY FOURNIER/contributing photographer

JMU junior goalkeeper Kelsey Cutchins ranks second
nationally in goals against average (0.66) and save percentage (.842) for the No. 7 Dukes.

>> Field hockey

>> Men’s soccer

>> Volleyball

After opening Colonial Athletic Association play 2-0, JMU is still ranked No. 7 in the
STX/NFHCA Division I National Coaches
Poll. The Dukes (8-1) have the second-best
record through nine games in school history,
with the 1986 and 1995 squads also on that list.
JMU’s 1994 squad began its season 8-0-1 and
went on to win the national championship.
This season, the Dukes have relied on a
stout defense for their success. JMU ranks
second nationally in goals against average
(0.74) and third in save percentage (0.825).
Junior goalkeeper Kelsey Cutchins ranks second nationally in goals against average (0.66)
and save percentage (.842).
JMU hasn’t played in Harrisonburg since
Sept. 14, but will face No. 18 Drexel at home
Friday and will host Hofstra on Sunday.

JMU played its second conference match
of the season last night against William &
Mary, a game which ended after press time.
The Dukes entered the game 3-3-2 overall,
0-1-0 in the Colonial Athletic Association after losing to Northeastern on Sunday.
Madison hosts Delaware (1-6-2, 0-1-0) on
Saturday. JMU senior midfielder Nick Zimmerman led the Dukes before Wednesday’s
game with four goals, including two penalty
shots.
Andrew Harvey, C.J. Sapong and Joel Senior were tied for the lead in assists with two
each, while goalkeepers Justin Epperson and
Ken Manahan have each started four games.
Epperson led the team with a 0.71 goals
against average, but only had 11 saves to Manahan’s 15.

Madison (7-10 overall, 1-0 in the Colonial
Athletic Association) brings a three-match
winning streak into its first CAA competition at home — matches against conference
foes Northeastern (7-7, 1-0) and Hofstra
(6-8, 0-1).
The Dukes play Northeastern on Friday
and Hofstra on Saturday, after beating George
Mason 3-2 in their CAA season opener last
Saturday.
JMU sophomore Lindsay Callahan is
third in the conference with an average of
3.18 kills per game, while senior Lauren
Miles is second in the CAA with an average
of 9.37 assists a game. Madison’s best team
category is hitting percentage, where the
Dukes rank fourth in the conference with a
percentage of .191.
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ANEMIA: Back at Full Health,
Parris Leading Madison XC
Anemia, from page 15

Now Parris is back to
competing at the same level
she did in high school and
more than living up to the expectations she brought with
her to Madison as a freshman
in 2006.
The only difference is the
five iron pills she takes every
day.
For a distance runner, red
blood cell are key for keeping
oxygen flowing through the
muscles and for maintaining
energy during activity. Without high levels of oxygen in the
body, an athlete is essentially
ineffective.
The iron pills work to counteract those effects of anemia,
replacing and strengthening
the red blood cells.
“We knew she was talented
when we recruited her,” Rinker
said. “We just knew it was gonna take some time after those
iron deficiencies. We were patient. She was patient. I think
this is the residual effect of
all that patience and the hard
work that she has put in.”
The junior has been JMU’s

top finisher in each of its two
races this season. She won the
JMU Invitational in New Market on Sept. 13. Her victory,
along with the Dukes finishing
in 10 of the first 11 spots, gave
Madison the team title in its
first meet of 2008.
Parris returned to cross
country competition at the
same race last year. She was
JMU’s ninth runner to cross
the line, finishing at 20:46.
By the end of the season,
however, Parris showed just
how good of a runner she
could be when healthy. At the
Eastern College Athletic Conference Championships in November she was the first Duke
to cross the line, finishing 18th
out of 95 overall competitors in
a time of 18:30.
It is still the fastest time in
which Parris has ever run a 5K.
Closing out her first cross
country season since her anemia-induced hiatus in that
fashion gave Parris confidence
heading into the indoor and
outdoor track seasons. She carried that momentum into cross
country this fall.

“I did pretty well in the
ECAC so I had pretty high expectations for this year,” Parris
said,
At New Market in September, she beat all five returning
runners who finished ahead of
her in 2007 and bested her time
from last year by over a minute,
at 19:36. Parris was one of four
Madison juniors to finish in
the top five at the meet.
She said the group of Jessica Propst, Lynne Colombo and
Holly Fredericksen has been
key to her comeback and her
success this season.
“We push each other day in
and day out, so I was hoping
one of us would win that meet,”
Parris said. “I just had a really
good day.”
Rinker has also been instrumental in Parris’ return,
never pushing her to do what
she was not capable of and
giving her ample time to recover.
“He was really good about
just letting me do easier runs
and he was very patient with
me,” Parris said. “He knew that
it was gonna take time.”

Come write sports for The Breeze!
Opportunities writing game stories, previews,
features and profiles
Great chance to attend press-conferences after
football and basketball games and get to know
members of the JMU athletic community
Email us at breezesports@gmail.com

It’s not too late!

Reserve a
place on our
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5.5” x 3.5” ad only $99
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FOOTBALL: Kicking,
Return Teams Special
for Dukes so far in 2008
Football, from page 15

intervention paid off. Goff notched Madison’s highest net punting average for a single
game in 2008 — 39.8 yards — and in wet
conditions, too.
During Goff ’s emergence, Pritchard was
at his apartment in Harrisonburg watching
the game with a roommate. The football
team’s travel squad is considerably smaller
than the normal roster, and Pritchard wasn’t
healthy enough to play.
“It was a little weird,” Pritchard said. “I was
watching it with one of my roommates — and
it felt like I was alumni already.”
Pritchard attempted about 15 punts at
practice Tuesday, and estimated his chances
to play Saturday at 50 percent. But if he’s not

ready to go, it seems that JMU has found a
viable replacement in Goff.
“When I watched Goff rugby punt, it was
obvious it was a good idea,” Matthews said.
“And he’s a good athlete — he’s just a really
good athlete. He’s a guy that’s played receiver
and played secondary, and I think actually
was a high school quarterback.”
While JMU enters Saturday’s game against
Hofstra with the CAA’s best net-punting average, the Pride (2-2, 1-0) will visit Harrisonburg with the conference’s worst punt return
average. Hofstra has five punt returns for –9
yards in four games this season.
And with the JMU coaching staff ’s recent
adjustment to special-teams play, the Pride
may not be moving up on that list.

‘Picks Of The Week’ matches the predictions of Breeze Editors in 12 football games every weekend, 6 college and 6
pro, against each other. E-Mail us at Breezesports@gmail.
com to be our guest picker of the week. This week JMU
Officer Rodney McCarter joins us.

LAST WEEK
OVERALL
Hofstra at JMU
Aubrun at Vandy
Oregon at USC
OSU at Wis.
Missouri at Neb.
UT at Colorado
Steelers at Jags
Skins at Eagles
Bucs at Broncos
Titans at Ravens
Vikings at Saints
Bills at Cardinals

Erik
7-5
44-16

JMU
Auburn
USC
OSU
Mizzou
Texas
Steelers
Eagles
Broncos
Ravens
Saints
Bills

Megan
8-4
41-19

Matt
10-2
39-21

Wes
6-6
35-25

Tim
5-7
34-26

JMU
JMU
JMU
JMU
Auburn
Auburn
Vandy
Vandy
USC
USC
USC
USC
Wisconsin Wisconsin Wisconsin Wisconsin
Mizzou
Mizzou
Mizzou
Mizzou
Colorado Colorado
Texas
Texas
Steelers
Jags
Steelers
Steelers
Eagles
Skins
Skins
Skins
Bucs
Broncoss
Bucs
Bucs
Titans
Ravens
Titans
Titans
Vikings
Saints
Saints
Vikings
Cards
Bills
Bills
Cards

McCarter
Guest
JMU
Auburn
USC
OSU
Mizzou
Texas
Jags
Eagles
Broncos
Titans
Saints
Cards

Hofstra at JMU
At Look At The Numbers
Hofstra

JMU

Record

2-2

4-1

Points Per Game

21.3

38.0

Points Allowed

20.0

23.6

Total Yds/Game

476.0

425.0

Yards Allowed

341.0		

363.0

Rushing Yds/Gm

211.0

328.5

Pashing Yds/Gm

265.0

96.5

Rushing Yds Allowed/Gm

93.0

109.5

Passing Yds Allowed/Gm

248.0

253.5

Turnover +/-

+2

+3

Skins Among
the Elite in NFC
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By Michael Wilbon (Commentary)
Washington Post

Only four weeks into the season, the NFL already has that
transitional feel. There’s a distinct hint of out-with-the-old, meaning the Patriots and Colts, and in-with-the-new, meaning the Titans
and Bills, both surprisingly undefeated, and now, quite possibly, the
Washington Redskins.
Three straight victories won't guarantee a team a spot in the playoffs, but in the NFL’s sprint of a season it does produce an extraordinary buzz. Just maybe it's the Redskins who own the most impressive
win of the season, Sunday’s victory over a formidable and presumptuous Cowboys team in Dallas. Beating the Saints, Cardinals and Cowboys has all but wiped away the memory of that season-opening loss
at Giants Stadium, the one that had the cynics concluding that Jason
Campbell would never be able to run Jim Zorn's system and that the
rookie head coach might be roadkill by Halloween.
Now, Campbell has thrown six touchdown passes to zero interceptions and become the model of efficiency in Zorn's offense, which
appears capable of catering to the quick strike, the power run, or both
in the same game. And in a total switcheroo, it's the Cowboys, the
team that would have been atop the pro football polls if there were
such a thing, who are knee-deep in drama after one measly loss.
The Redskins seem to have put their soul searching after Week
one to good use, at least for now. If there actually were an NFL poll
and I were a pollster, my ranking of the top five would be, in order,
Giants, Redskins, Titans, Bills, Cowboys. Yes, the Redskins would be
second in the entire league. Doesn't mean they'll end up there or even
be there in two weeks. We’re only talking about the here and now.
The victory down in Dallas might have served the Redskins in a
couple of ways. One, it provides them with evidence they can beat any
team in the league. Two, it threatens to discombobulate the Cowboys.
Already, Dallas is on the verge of something calamitous, compliments of the Worst Teammate in the World, Terrell Owens. The guy
who sabotaged Jeff Garcia in San Francisco and Donovan McNabb in
Philly is on the very edge of doing the same thing in Dallas.
Never mind that the Cowboys tried to throw 19 passes to T.O. and
handed the ball to him twice to run it from scrimmage. Never mind
that more than one-third of the plays Dallas ran in that game went
to Owens. T.O. says he didn’t get the ball enough and opined and
whined as much afterward. Of course, he didn’t care that the Cowboys handed the ball to Marion Barber only eight times and distorted
their offense to have Tony Romo force bad passes to keep him quiet.
Reports out of Dallas Tuesday said T.O. has already vented to Romo,
told him he didn’t like the way some of the passes were being thrown
to him as far back as the season opener.
It’s reasonable to think that the Redskins could finish their grueling opening five-game stretch with a 4-1 record after Sunday's game
at Philly, where the Eagles have stumbled after their impressive start
and are suddenly desperate to win after dropping two straight.
The Redskins winning four of their first five was unthinkable in
the aftermath of losing to the Giants. Even if they lose Sunday, the
Redskins would be 3-2 and will have finished their division road
schedule earlier than any team in the NFL. Playing in the toughest foursome in the league, there couldn't be much better news one
month into the season.
But there’s nobody in the NFC, one month in, that looks any better than the Redskins. Certainly there's no team with more momentum, no team that after Sunday’s game that will have faced tougher
competition, no team that has any reason to feel better about itself
after the season's first turn.

CLASSIFIEDS
www.breezejmu.org

How to Place an Ad

Visit: www.thebreeze.org/classifieds

Payment Options:
Major Credit Cards: MasterCard,
Visa, Discover, American Express
Cash
Check

5 Easy Steps!
Step 1: Select Log In from the menu.
Step 2: Register as a new user.
Step 3: Once Logged in, select
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Step 4: Fill in the online form.
Step 5: Select “Click Here to Submit
Your Ad” for payment and review

Deadlines:
Monday Issue: Friday 12PM
Thursday Issue: Tuesday 5PM

“Place New Ad” from menu.

Online: All classified ads are also placed on The Breeze website at no additional cost.

JIU-JITSU Over 32 years experience!
www.harrisonburgdojo.com Jiu-Jitsu,
Judo, Aikido and Karate-jitsu as a full
system. Very unique! (540) 433-7300
LECTURES ON THE APOCALYPSE,
All Welcome. Festival Hall, Basement
Rm.#6, Tuesdays, 7-9 pm. Hosted by:
Christian Kingdom College.

Homes For Sale
TOWNHOUSE4BR.
IDEAL
HOUSING Townhouse End Unit
4 bedroom, great condition owner
occupied last 5 years. Currently rented
for 2008-2009 school year. Great for
this years Freshmen to move into in
August 2009. Reduce your college
costs by owning your housing! Four
bedrooms, use one and rent three,
2 baths 2 common rooms, new
appliances’ close to JMU Good rental
income. For more info or local contact
Reply: TJC@RJCARBONE. COM
(401) 954-9066

LIVE IN SUNCHASE! SKIP THE
CAMP OUT! Get renewal rates! Room
available now (540) 661-9596
ROOM IN TOWNHOUSE FOR RENT
avail. in Northﬁeld Ct. Unit incl. W/D,
2.5 bth, priv yd, deck, full bsmt, 1.5 mi
from JMU. Sp. sem. lease. $400/mo.
Call Eric (757) 375-8217
2 BEDROOM HOUSE, great location,
right next to campus, newly renovated
with all appliances, no pets, $750
(540) 433-1569

PUMPKINS, GOURDS, Straw, Indian
Corn and more. Rt 33 east 2.5 miles
from the Valley Mall Follow the Signs
Daylight to Dark Hours (540) 820-2980
Cheap Prices
1999 SUBARU FORESTER 5-spd,
AWD, 143k miles, well-maintained,
reliable (540) 249-9188
4 FAMILY WEEKEND Football Tickets
(October 4th). Section 9, Row S, Seats
13-16. 4 hot dogs, 4 drinks, and parking
pass included. $70. Contact Carolyn
Wilkerson (804) 712-0461.

BANDS Local Private Veterans Club
searching for start-up bands without
current bookings, to battle for prize
$1,500 and (4) future bookings in our
club. New talent playing Country or
Southern Rock. Contact Jim Kite or
leave a message. (540) 434-3315

SHEN DAO CLINIC, LLC
Specializing in Acupuncture, TuiNa
Massage, Chinese Herbs, Qi Gong,
CranioSacral Therapy, and Chinese
Martial Arts. Student discounts
available. Call for an appointment today.
(540) 421-5671

Come
take
a look
at the
NEW
www.thebreeze.org

SPRING BREAK 09
Discounts
Free Travel
Free Meals
www.sunsplashtours.com
1800-426-7710

SURVEY TAKERS NEEDED: Make
$5 - $25 per survey. Do it in your spare
time. www. GetPaidToThink.com
LOOKING FOR BABY SITTER I am
looking for a baby sitter two days a week
in my home minutes from campus. Two
children. References Please. Thanks
Courtney Crummett. (540) 820-0835
BARTENDING CLASSES STARTING
EVERY SATURDAY & SUNDAY,
jiggersbartendingschool.com (540) 5607971
MAKE EXTRA $$$ Have a computer?
Make extra spending money in your free
time. Go to surveys4cashtoday.com

BUSINESSMAN
LOOKING
TO
expand need good bussiness partners
(540) 421-8428

ADOPT: Our empty arms and loving
hearts long for baby to cherish. Help
make us a complete family. Please call
Marie & Matt 800-558-6031.

SPRING BREAK 2009. Sell Trips,
Earn Cash and Go Free. Call for Group
Discounts. Best Prices Guaranteed! Best
Parties! Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco,
Bahamas, S. Padre, Florida. Information/
Reservations 1-800-648-4849 or www.
ststravel.com

NEED MONEY? Make up to $200
a DAY taking pictures! www.
PRODUCTSUPPLYCENTER.com/
WEB68340/
!BARTENDING! $250/Day Potential.
No Experience Necessary. Training
Available. (800)965-6520 XT212

Questions? Call 568-6127

ADOPTION Loving couple seeking
a private legal adoption of a newborn
baby. Our daughter would love to be a
big sister. Susan and Gene
gracesfamily@gmail.com
(800) 492-7221

Want something

A-MAZE-ING

to do?

Bring your parents to
MAIZE QUEST
and get lost in the corn!
Play cornhole for FREE!!
60’ tunnel slide in our barn
only $5 with your JAC Card
phone.540.477.4200

www.getlostinthecorn.com

The Breeze

is Now Hiring!
Interested in marketing
and public relations?

The Breeze is hiring a

Marketing
& Circulation
Coordinator

Apply Online
Today!
joblink.jmu.edu

The Breeze is looking for
a student who can
coordinate The Breeze's
marketing, public
relations and circulation
efforts.
Apply to be The Breeze's
Marketing and
Circulation Coordinator!

Serving James Madison University Since 1922
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Family

Weekend
(October 3-5)
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The Breeze’s Family Weekend Guide is designed to inform families of the
weekend’s activities. The articles highlight key events such as the Susan G.
Komen 5K and the football game against Hofstra. We hope you enjoy your
weekend at JMU!

MISSION
The Breeze, the student-run newspaper of James Madison University, serves student
and faculty readership by reporting news involving the campus and local community.
The Breeze strives to be impartial and fair in its reporting and firmly believes in its
First Amendment rights.
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Schedule of Events for Weekend
Know what’s going on around campus: athletics, tours, lectures, more
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Student Tickets
In Short Supply
By KATIE THISDELL
The Breeze

MADISON

HOFSTRA

Dukes Defend No. 1 Ranking
Against Pride Saturday
JMU will enter Saturday’s matchup with Hofstra
with the No. 1 ranking in both Football Championship Subdivision (formerly Division I-AA) polls. Last
week, Madison was ranked No. 1 in the FCS Coaches
Poll, but was second behind Richmond in the Sports
Network Top 25. The Spiders lost to Villanova on
Saturday, falling to No. 6 and No. 7 in The Sports
Network Top 25 and Coaches Poll, respectively.
Madison is 4-1, losing only to Duke in the sea-

son opener in August. Hofstra is 2-2, but has won
its last two games, inlcuding a 43-3 drumming of
Stony Brook last Saturday.
JMU quarterback Rodney Landers leads the Colonial Athletic Association in rushing through five
games this season, with 602 yards. In fact, his 120.4
rushing yards per game eclipse his passing average
of 100.8 ypg. Landers is coming off his second-best
rushing performance at Maine, a 156-yard effort.

It’s time to give families a lesson in purple and gold. With
streamers, face paint and buttons,
students will be ready to show
their spirit as the Dukes take on
Hofstra on Saturday.
Bridgeforth Stadium will be
packed for another home football
game, as parents cheer with sons
and daughters starting at the 1:30
p.m. kick-off.
Normally there are 5,000 tickets for the designated student sections. However, since so many students have seats with their families
throughout the stadium, only 1,200
are available individually.
With possible seating for
15,500 fans, 5,000 single tickets
for families and other guests sold
out in the beginning of July, according to Mike Carpenter, the
director of ticket operations.
“There will still be a small core
student section in sections four

and five, but the rest of the students will be a lot more spread
out,” Carpenter said.
Only a few hundred tickets had
been distributed to students with
JAC Cards early this week.
“They’re not going very fast,
especially compared to the Appalachian State game when 5,000
were given out in one week,” Carpenter said.
He explained this was because so
many students already have tickets.
However, many students are
disappointed that they cannot go
to the game with their families.
Freshman Kathleen Murphy
said her family started looking for
tickets too late in the summer. She
had hoped to share the new pride
she has in her school’s team with
her parents, but now she can’t.
“I felt that we didn’t get enough
advance notice that they would
sell so quickly,” the Midlothian
native said. “I knew they would,
See TICKETS, page 13
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‘Mom, Come Sit Next To Me!’
By JACQUELINE QUATTROCCHI
The Breeze

Kathy and Jim LaMar, both in their early 50s,
will find themselves back in college on Friday as
they attend Microeconomics with their freshman
daughter, Alexandra. Even though Alex is not too
thrilled at the idea, her parents are very eager.
“I just want to be a part, to the best of my abilities, of what she’s doing,” Kathy LaMar said. “Why
wouldn’t I jump on this?”
Some JMU professors have invited parents to
attend class on Friday to kick off Family Weekend, an opportunity some students look forward
to, while others cringe at the thought. Parents can
attend any of the 130 courses that have been approved by Academic Affairs, even if their son or
daughter isn’t enrolled in a particular class.
According to Tracey Kite, the associate director of parent relations, the idea is to give parents
the chance to see what their child is learning, and
also the opportunity to meet professors.
“I think that parents will walk away confident
in the professors and what their children are
learning–that their students are really getting the
‘bang for their buck,’” Kite said.
She also said she hoped this would help with
parent-professor relationships.
Beth Valorz, whose son is a prospective JMU
student, said she wants the chance to participate
BROOKE HOLLABAUGH/The Breeze

in what her son will do at college.
“Partly so I could have a throwback to my college days, and to experience better what his college experience is like,” she said. “But here’s what
I think, [my son] would hate it!”
Kahty LaMar is looking forward to the chance
to be more involved in her daughter’s new life.
“I thought this was a great opportunity, it’s a
way to feel part of her day,” LaMar said. “It didn’t
even matter what class, [but] just to be part of a
class she’s in, to see the classroom environment,
to check out one of her professors and to feel
what she feels, even though it’s a small part of
her day, as a parent I couldn’t ask for anything
more.”
Although exact numbers are unknown, Kite said
that this opportunity has increased the number of
parents arriving Friday for Family Weekend.
Kite came up with the idea after researching
new ways to involve parents during Family Weekend, especially with the academic side of JMU.
She said that some other universities offered similar opportunities.
After getting the idea approved by Academic
Affairs, Kite said she searched e-campus for any
classes scheduled for Friday, Oct. 3, and then sent
about 1,000 personal e-mails to the corresponding professors asking for their participation.
See PARENTS, page 14

ERA Kline & May Realty
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During Family Weekend (October 3rd - 5th), stop by and visit the only
“New Urbanist” master-planned community in Harrisonburg, where we
are redeﬁning what it’s like to live in the Shenandoah Valley.
www.PrestonLakeVA.com | 540.437.1730
VISIT OUR MODEL UNIT
1SFTUPO4IPSF%SJWFt)BSSJTPOCVSH 7"
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Developer makes no warranty or representations to the accuracy or completeness of the information contained herein. All items subject to change without notice.
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Pretty in Pink... and Sneakers
and Outreach are co-sponsoring the 5K run/walk.
While some runners see the event as an aggressive
time trial, others casually participate to raise money
The runners are scheduled to warm up for an hour for breast cancer awareness and enjoy the activist atbefore the gun shoots to begin the race at 10 a.m. on mosphere.
In past years, ZTA has donated nearly $16,000 to
the Festival Lawn on Saturday, Oct. 4. Participants
have been training for this 5K for months. Some its national philanthropy, the Susan G. Komen Foundation, generating
antsy runners have
most of its funds
requested course
from the 5K.
maps to ensure
The organizers
that no time is lost
purposefully plan
second-guessing
the event to fall
the route. Timers
on Parent’s Weekwill stand in their
end every year to
designated posiencourage maxitions to collect acmum involvement
curate times. Other
from
students,
participants
will
— CHELSEA HARRISON
their parents and
Event Co-Chair
compete in an unthe Harrisonburg
conventional way
community.
by dressing for the
ZTA co-chair
crazy-costume contest, which last year included a neon-inspired work- of the event Chelsea Harrison explained that it is
also ideal to include parents because of their own
out outfit from head to toe.
Regardless of the motivation for the competitive encounters with the invasive, and sometimes fatal,
vibe, approximately 400 people all share the goal of form of cancer.
“Not only does this event allow us to portray
supporting the Susan G. Komen Foundation in the
Greek life in a positive light, but parents support
fight against breast cancer.
The sorority Zeta Tau Alpha and Student Wellness
By KATE MCFARLAND
contributing writer

“

BROOKE HOLLABAUGH/The Breeze

The Susan G. Komen Foundation was founded
in honor of the breast cancer victim who passed
away twenty-five years ago. It is now the largest
nonprofit organization dedicated solely to breast
cancer in the United States.

It is a very relatable illness....
most older people have stories of
people they know that have
experienced breast cancer.

”

See RUN, page 13

Advertise on our October Theme Page!
Make your reservation by Monday, October 13 for your 5.5”x3.5” ad

FREE SPOT ORANGE

...don’t be a ghoul! reserve your spot!
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Check Us Out at Our New and Improved
Web Site..... breezejmu.org
We’ve got more photos and video!

MulberryPumpkin
Hills Patch

12 Acres of trails for the whole family to find just the right harvet decorations!
Mums, Straw & Many Varieties of Pumpkins & Gourds
PRE-PICKED OR PICK YOUR OWN
Open Sun-Up to Sun-Down
7 days a week
Directions: From Harrisonburg take Port Republic Rd East to Cross Keys Rd, Turn
Right at Stop Light, it is 4.2 Miles on the Right
540.234.9408

Can’t Find Parking On Campus?
LET US HELP! Best Rates In Town
• FREE gas card with signed lease.
• Safe & secure parking spots.
• City bus service to our facility (Rte.4).
• Less than 5 minutes from campus!
• FREE automatic credit card billing.
• 24hr extensive video surveillance.
• Student Mini/Self Storage.
• Clean and well-lit storage facilities.
For directions, rates, and to reserve
your PARKING SPACE visit online at:

www.JMU.GoStowAway.com

LLC
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New Additions to Campus

Hoffman Hall

Performing Arts Center

East Campus Dining Hall

East Campus Library

www.BeaconHillTownes.com

OPEN HOUSE Every Day: 1:30 ~ 3:00 PM
Best Value from $160,700

LINDA MARS
ASSOCIATE BROKER

Beacon Hill Model Home: 1212 Frost Place, just off Emerson Lane
From Rt 33 West, right on Vine Street, Left on Emerson Lane, Right on Frost Place, #1212 on the right!
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Tailgating 101
Here are some dos and do nots when
tailgating with your parents this weekend!
DO bring coolers because the weather will be in the 70s.
DO make sure you are in the right lots and have the
appropriate passes to avoid being ticketed.
DO attend the game.
DO invite all your friends.
DO teach your parents JMU chants.
DO NOT have an open flame other than your grill.
DO NOT grill in parking decks.
DO NOT leave trash behind your car.
DO NOT forget your football tickets.

DO HAVE FUN!
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TICKETS: Demand High,
Space Limited at Bridgeforth
Tickets, from page 5

but they were sold out before we even got the order
form in the mail. That seems rather counterproductive.”
Matthew Smith, also a freshman, started planning for the game early. Since his parents knew
they wanted to watch the Dukes play during Family
Weekend, they purchased tickets at Matthew’s Summer Springboard in July.
“My mom was talking of getting them even before Summer Springboard, but when we were down
there my dad was telling her, ‘Get them while you are
there!’” Smith said. “They are now certainly excited to
go with the way our football team has been playing.”
Smith expects the game to be the highlight of his

weekend, especially since he can share his purple
and gold spirit with his family.
Many of his friends tried to purchase tickets too
late.
David Allen, Matthew’s roommate, said his parents just looked last week for tickets. He was surprised that they were sold out, but that student tickets were still available.
“I’m a little bit disappointed,” the freshman said.
“Lesson learned though.”
Carpenter said this is a typical response for the
game.
“Because of the nature of the stadium and a student body of 18,000, it’s not going to fit everybody
that wants to go,” he said.

CAROLINE DAVIS/The Breeze

Crowds at the App State game filled the stands to maximum capacity.

RUN: Participant Turnout
a Priority For Event Chairs
Run, from page 9
Susan G. Komen 5K because it is a very relatable illness that most older people have stories of people
they know that have experienced breast cancer,” Harrison said.
This year the race has particular significance as it
is dedicated to a mother of a ZTA and JMU alumna
who was recently diagnosed with breast cancer and
is undergoing a double mastectomy as a result. The
sisters of ZTA hope to offer support through their
dedication to her.
Because of this special consideration, co-chair
Alison Peters made sure participant turnout was a
priority. To encourage more involvement and increase awareness, she and Harrison contacted local
radio stations, e-mailed all student organizations and
forwarded the message to regional high schools. The

response has been positive, as pre-registration accounts for $1,000 already.
Sisters of ZTA were also encouraged to contact
friends and family members for outside financial support. Parents who are unable to attend the 5K have the
option of donating the $15 registration fee online.
“One of the grandmothers of a sister inspired
members of her church choir to donate gift baskets
to the event,” Peters said.
The gift baskets will be raffled and one will be
given as a prize to a first-place winner.
The co-chairs both reflect on this event as a fantastic opportunity to serve the community and their
chapter.
“It has been a lot of work, but at the same time, it
has allowed me to give back to ZTA in such a good
way,” Harrison said.

Like what you see?

Get a subscription
to The Breeze.
E-mail breezeeditor@gmail.com.
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CLASS: Parents Permitted to
Attend Selected Friday Classes
Class, from page 7

Around 150 professors replied, with 130
agreeing, Kite said. Dr. Jean Cash, from the
English Department, has two classes that
parents can attend: ENG 421: Traditional
English Grammar, and ENG 302: Special
Topics in Literature and Language.
“Well I just assumed if [parents] were interested enough to be here for parents’ day,
why not let them come, [and] see what’s going on,” Cash said.
Professor Laura Taalman has one class
approved for visiting parents: Math 231,
Calculus with Functions. Although, she
said that she is always open to visitors accompanying students, and in the past has
hosted friends and parents, even when it’s
not Family Weekend.
“Just being able to see and experience
the things that their kids are experiencing
helps put it in a context and a framework
for when they talk to their students about
things,” Taalman said.
Taalman added that just knowing what
the classroom looks like can help parents
understand their student better.

Over 50 varieties of pumpkins & gourds

New this year
Pedal Car Racing for all ages
2 Expanded Corn Mazes
Hay Tunnel Petting Zoo
Tuble Tubes Hayrides
All Your Fall Decoration Needs!
www.LohrsFarm.com
10 miles North of Harrisonburg
on Rt 11
Near I-81 Exit # 257
(Mauzy/Broadway)

Hours
Mon-Fri: 4-6
Sat: 9-6
Sun: 1-6

“The same way if you had a friend that ents to stand along the wall if they so choose.
moved to another state but you never visited
“We have reiterated and reiterated the
their house, it’s kind of weird for them to talk fact that parents are only able to attend
about what they’re doing because you can’t based on the space availability,” Kite said.
visualize any of it.”
Students across
Kite said that excampus have had
ams, not holding class
mixed responses. Kite
this Friday and seating
said that she had relimitations were often
ceived some e-mails
the reason that some
from students who
professors chose to
disliked the idea.
turn down the opporSenior Nathaniel
tunity. Additionally,
Dominy wasn’t esKite said that profespecially interested
— NATHANIEL DOMINY in parents attending
sors have agreed to
Senior
continue with their
class.
original curriculum.
“It’s not like I’m
Professor discreopposed, it’s just
tion was the only factor in determining ap- weird,” he said. “What’re you going to do, check
proved classes.
on me? I don’t go to work with them.”
Parents are not required to register to atBut many students across campus said
tend; however, this means that seating is on they wouldn’t mind.
a first-come, first-serve basis.
Freshman Brittany Pokrifka said, “It can
According to Kite, some professors anticipat- give [parents] an idea of how classes are going parent involvement plan to bring in extra ing, so if a student complains, maybe they’ll
chairs, while others have said they will allow par- understand.”

“

What’re you going
to do, check on me?
I don’t go to work
with them.

”

Perfect
activity for
parents
weekend!

Senior Ted Beidler also didn’t mind the
idea, and said he hoped to see a few parents
in his classes, and that maybe they would
“spice things up” by joining discussions.
“A lot of parents are paying for school, so
if they want to check out the school and see
what they’re paying for, then more power to
them,” Beidler said.
Alexandra LaMar has mixed emotions
about her parents joining her. She didn’t tell
them about the opportunity, her mom came
across it in a Family Weekend brochure.
“I’m very happy that they support me,”
she said, “but the class that they want to sit
in is already full of kids. I can understand
that they want to see how college life is, but I
think that no one else’s parents will be there,
and I feel like they’re making more of a big
deal about it than it really is.”
Kathy LaMar characterized her daughter’s resistance as a normal freshman reaction, and said
she would have liked to attend her daughter’s
earlier class as well, but because she is coming
from Pennsylvania, she won’t be here in time.
The LaMars will get a full dose of Microeconomics beginning at 12:20 Friday.

